
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a service designer. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for service designer

Job • The candidates should possess the following skills
These individuals will work independently in creating service cards and the
use of Excel Macros in conjunction, and close collaboration, with the
Distribution Pipeline Engineering Designer and Design Lead for seamless
integration with associated project content, design template(s), and overall
final product (namely shop papers)
Conduct and drive research, planning, facilitate co-creative workshops,
manage user research, testing, customer journey mapping, business process
mapping
Design engaging creative that helps define the connection between our
customer service associates and customers
Support the various Voice of Associate teams (instructional design, learning
delivery, program management) by producing, managing and uploading
graphic assets
Excellent skills in different design capabilities & methodologies using service
design to solve complex business problems
Oversee the planning, scheduling and tracking of project timelines and
milestones by the Project Manager, ensuring on time and on budget delivery
of work
Be responsible for the quality of all deliverables across a variety of projects
Inspire innovative approaches to design techniques, enabling the design
team to embrace different angles to a design problem
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strategies, processes or experiences

Qualifications for service designer

Must possess ability to influence and impact stakeholders
Strong content design and presentation skills (including copywriting and
asset design)
Enjoys contributing ideas and following through on team based work
Continually collaboratively and exceptionally curious
You’ll be ahead of the curve – you know what’s coming and why
A sense of humor and positive can do attitude a grounded in reality


